Led by the current interest in nuclear structure experiments at the N=Z line and the problem of competing isospin T=0 and T=1 pairing modes in such nuclei, it has become important to investigate the properties of the spin isospin invariant interacting boson model (IBM-4) of Elliott and White. Following this, in the present work the IBM-4 O sdST (36)# O S s T s (6) ÄO dST (30)#O L (3) O ST (6) symmetry limit with not only good sd boson spin isospin O(6) symmetry but also good s and d boson space O(6) symmetries (i.e., Wigner's spin isospin SU(4)'s) is identified and analyzed. This symmetry limit is expected to carry signatures typical of some heavy (proton-rich) NrZ odd odd nuclei. For this symmetry limit group chain, irrep labels, group generators, quadratic Casimir operators, and energy formula are given. Both in the symmetry limit and allowing for mixing, the number of T=0 pairs in the ground states as a function of boson number and isospin is studied for N=Z nuclei and the results are consistent with known shell model predictions. For N=Z odd odd nuclei, in the symmetry limit analytical formulas are derived for B(E2)'s in low-lying levels (with O(36) quantum number |=N, where N is boson number) and also for the yrast band with (ST)=(01) (say as in 74 Rb). It is seen that the pattern of B(E2)'s in low-lying levels depend sensitively on the structure of the E2 operator with respect to O ST (6) and the symmetry limit generates a isospin dictated 2J=4 staggering in (ST)=(01) yrast B(E2)'s. Finally, it is shown that two-nucleon transfer strengths from even even to odd odd N=Z nuclei give information about high-lying states with O(36) quantum number |=N&2.
INTRODUCTION
The IBM-4 model [1, 2] , a spin isospin invariant version of the interacting boson model (IBM), which attaches S=1, T=0 and S=0, T=1 degrees of freedom to the s (l=0) and d (l=2) bosons of IBM, is an ideal model for studying in detail the structure (excited states) of heavy nuclei with protons and neutrons filling the same major shells as proton-rich nuclei in the mass range At60 100. Given the current interest in nuclear structure experiments at the N=Z line [3 7] and the problem of competing T=0 and T=1 pairing modes in such nuclei [8 10] , new interest has been generated in investigating the properties of IBM-4. An important step in this direction is to understand the dynamical symmetries of the model [10 14] , as they provide a classification of the quadrupole collective states (spectra) in NrZ nuclei. In the past dynamical symmetries of IBM (or IBM-1) [15] and proton neutron IBM (or IBM-2) [16] are studied in detail and applied. Only recently, with the interest in nuclei along the N=Z line, dynamical symmetries of the isospin invariant IBM (or IBM-3) are classified and their properties predicted [17, 18] .
Spectrum generating algebra (SGA) for IBM-4 is U sdST (36) and recently it is established [12] that the model admits at the primary level of the U sdST (36) groupsubgroup lattice, the four U sd (6) U ST (6) , U sdS (18) Ä U sdT (18) , U sST (6) Ä U dST (30) and O sdST (36) symmetry limits. It is well known from the initial work of Elliott et al. [2] that IBM-4 is essential for odd odd nuclei with valence protons and neutrons filling the same shells (IBM-3 which includes only S=0, T=1 degrees of freedom is sufficient for even even nuclei). Recent results in the various symmetry limits are (i) odd even staggering in T=0 pairs in the ground states of N=Z nuclei obtained using U sd (6) U ST (6) and O sdST (36) chains [10, 14] ; (ii) analysis of 74 Rb ground T=1 and excited T=0 bands in terms of quantum numbers of a chain in O sdST (36) limit [12] ; (iii) four-particle correlatioins in U sST (6) Ä U dST (30) limit with n d =0 and their relation to fermion SO(8) pairing [13] ; (iv) double binding energy differences giving new evidence for goodness of Wigner's spin isospin SU ST (4) (in IBM-4 this is equivalent to O ST (6)) symmetry for NrZ nuclei [19] . Based on the success of the O(6) limit of IBM-1 in describing #-soft nuclei [20] and the O sd (18)#O d (15) ÄO T s (3) limit of IBM-3 in producing co-existing shapes as seen in some heavy N=Z nuclei [17, 21] , it can be argued that group chains in the O sdST (36) limit of IBM-4 are relevant for heavy NrZ nuclei (i.e., for nuclei near the proton drip line with At60 100). Therefore in this paper symmetry limits with O sdST (36) are considered and a limit with good s, d, and sd boson spin isospin O(6) symmetries is analyzed in some detail.
In the U sdST (36)#O sdST (36) limit, at the second level there are three subgroups: (I) O sd (6) O ST (6); (II) O sST (6) Ä O dST (30); (III) O sdS (18) Ä O sdT (18) . Each of these will allow for a variety of group chains with direct sum and direct product structures as shown in Fig. 1 ; there are three different structures within II and two within III. Note that in Fig. 1 , S-space (for example in O sdS (18) , O dS (15) , and O L S (3)) corresponds to S=1, T=0 space and similarly T-space (for example in O sdT (18) , O dT (15) , and O L T (3)) corresponds to S=0, T=1 space. Among other things, the operators that generate s and d boson spins (S s , S d ) and isospins (T s , T d ) and the angular momenta (L S , L T ) generated by T=0 and T=1 bosons (pairs) are 1 [12] 
A basic question is which of the O(36) chains in Fig. 1 should be analyzed in detail. The chain (I), for low-lying states, is equivalent to the U sdST (36)#U sd (6) U ST (6)#O sd (6) O ST (6) chain and therefore it will not give any new physics than what is contained in the U sd (6) U ST (6) limits. In the chains (III.1) and (III.2) it is not possible to include the supermultiplet SU ST (4)tO ST (6) algebra and therefore they will have limited applicability; also chain (II.3) can be ruled out on the same grounds. Thus the significant group chains with O sdST (36) are (II.1) and (II.2). In (II.1) the spin isospin O(6) has good symmetry in s, d, and sd spaces while (II.2) preserves (S s , S d , T s , T d ). For many purposes, as discussed in detail ahead, the results of chains (II.1) and (II.2) will be identical but to make matters simpler we consider only (II.1), hereafter referred to as O sdST (36)#O S s T s (6) Ä O dST (30)#O L (3) O ST (6) limit, in the remainder of the paper. Just as is the case with IBM-3 chains with good s and d boson isospins, it can be expected that IBM-4 chains (II.1) with good s and d boson spin isospin O(6) symmtries will be relevant for heavy NrZ nuclei. To this end one should also consider chains (II.1, II.2) with O sdST (36) replaced by U sST (6) Ä U dST (30). These chains will be considered as and when they are needed. We will now give a preview. Section 2 gives the basis states and low-lying spectra in the
General results for direct sum and direct product groups given in Appendixes A and B allow one to write down the generators of all the groups in the symmety limit and also the quadratic Casimir invariants. Section 3 gives a brief discussion of the methods used for deriving analytical results in the symmetry limit. Section 4 gives results for number of T=0 pairs in the ground states as a function of boson number and isospin, both in the symmetry limit and allowing for mixing. Section 5 gives the general formalism for deriving formulas for B(E 2)s and the results for low-lying levels in odd odd N=Z nuclei. In Section 6 the formula for B(E 2)s along the yrast band in N=Z odd odd nuclei with (ST )=(01) is derived. Two-nucleon transferstrengths from even even to odd odd N=Z nuclei are considered in Section 7. Section 8 a gives summary and possible applications of the results in Sections 2 and 4 7. Finally, Section 9 gives concluding remarks. Let us mention that a preliminary report of the results in Sections 2 and 4 6 was given in [22] . 
The reduction of [23] ,
is a partition of the integer N with number of rows being the minimum of (n 1 , n 2 ); (iv) the U(n)#O(n) reductions for general U(n) irreps [24] . Putting these together, we have
The reduction of [
has been discussed in many places. The formulas for the | 2 =0 and 1 cases are [20] [ 
Finally, to complete the state labelling problem, 6) have to be determined. For most purposes the following results suffice:
With (3) (7) one is in a position to write down the quantum numbers of the ground, the yrast, and the near yrast states. It is expected that states with higher | d value (note that the maximum L value for a given | d is 2| d ) will lie higher in energy and therefore complete spectra with | d 4 will be of special interest. Quantum numbers for all these states follow from the additional results given in Tables I IV. Finally, the general results given in Appendixes A and B allow one to write down the generators and quadratic Casimir operators for all the groups in chain (2).
Energy Spectra
O ST (6) symmetry limit, writing the hamiltonian as a linear combination of the quadratic Casimir operators of the various groups in (2), the energy formula is 
[0] 1 (00) [1] 6 (10), (01) [2] 20 (20) , (11), (02), (00) [11] 15 (11) , (10), (01) [3] 50 (30), (21) , (12), (03), (10), (01) [21] 64 (21) , (12), (20) , (02) (22), (13), (04), (20), (11), (02), (00) [31] 175 (31), (22) , (13), (30), (21) 2 , (12) 2 , (03), (20) , (11) 2 , (02), (10) , (01) [22] 84 (22) , (21), (12) (6); see [24] .
In (8), the a i 's are free parameters. In even even and odd odd N=Z nuclei states with O ST (6) irreps [0](ST )=(00) and [1] (ST )=(10)Ä (01), respectively, are expected to lie lowest in energy (structure of the ground state for general N{Z nuclei is discussed in Section 3). For these O ST (6) irreps, spectra for N=Z nuclei are constructed using the results of Section 2.1 and they are shown in Fig. 2 . A significant point to be observed is that for even even N=Z nuclei the spectrum in the (6) irrep [1] , where | and N odd. The spectrum is drawn for the following choice of the parameters in the energy formula (8): a 1 <0, a 2 =0, a 3 >0, a 4 <0, a 5 =0, a 6 >0, a 7 =0 a 8 =0, a 9 =0, a 10 =0. Note that J=L for T=1 levels. Similarly J=L\1, L for T=0 levels except that J=1 for L=0. the spectrum exhibits shape coexistance with phonon structure (with | d representing phonon number and a 3 >0) and #-soft nature (the spacing between various phonon states is | d (| d +28) 
Their E 2 properties are discussed in Section 5. Going beyond the low-lying states, it is possible to identify the structure of the yrast 0 + , 2 + , 4 + , ... states and study their E2 decay properties. This is the topic of Section 6. Finally, the spectrum for T=0 states is obtained by coupling the spin S=1 to the L ? states in Fig. 2b . Thus we have the obvious result that the T=0 ground state is 1 + but at the one-phonon (| d =1) level there is 1 + , 2 + , 3 + triplet occuring twice. At the two-phonon level there are many more sates compared to the states with (ST )=(01). All these states carry signatures of the symmetry limit.
BASIC METHODS FOR DERIVING ANALYTICAL FORMULAS
In order to derive analytical results, first the 
For the simple class of O ST (6) irreps, the reduced Wigner coefficents (doublebarred coefficients in (9)) are available in [25, 26] . Note that, for simplicity, the group multiplicity labels are not shown in (9) . In the next step the states are expanded into the basis states involving the group U sST (6) Ä U dST (30) and the two groups here generate good s and d boson numbers n s and n d , respectively,
The general formula for the C-coefficients in (10) is derived in [23] . Some relations, useful for the present paper, between the C-coefficients are given in Appendix C; see also [14, 17] .
Further simplifications are achieved by using the well-known seniority reduction formulas. Given the states |n, v, :, LST ) with n the boson number, v the seniority, and : the extra labels in s or d boson spaces, the formulas are
( 1 1) Note that 0=3 for s bosons and 15 for d bosons. The phase factor (&1) , in (11) is relevant only for the results given in Section 5 and its choice is disussed there.
NUMBER OF T=0 PAIRS IN THE GROUND STATES
A quantity of physical interest which has been much discussed in recent literature [8, 10] is number of T=0 (or pn) pairs (N T=0 ) in the ground states (GS's) of heavy NrZ nuclei, as it will determine the role of pn pairing near the proton drip line. In chain (II.2) (equivalently the
) was studied for the first time in [14] for N=Z nuclei. A more general situation is considered in this section.
The assumption of good Wigner spin isospin SU ST (4) for heavy NrZ nuclei will determine the ground state SU ST (4)tO ST (6) irreps. With T z =(N&Z)Â2 and using Elliott's (*+&) notation for SU(4) irreps (see [19] ), for the GSs the SU ST (4) and the equivalent O ST (6) irreps and the nature of the boson number N and the isospin T are
As in the O (6) (12) will determine uniquely, as given in Table V , for any nucleus, the structure of GSs in the (12) and good O ST (6) with the GS irreps dectated by fermion SU ST (4), imply that in N{Z odd odd nuclei | d 1, i.e., at least one d-boson must be present in these nuclei; see Table V . Therefore for odd odd N{Z nuclei models based on only s-bosons (similarly the SO (8) fermion model see [13] ) are not valid. The operator N T=0 whose expectation value (N T=0 ) gives number of T=0 pairs is N T=0 =n^s ; S +n^d ; S ;
( 1 3 )
Note that n s; S and n d; S are quantum numbers of the groups U S s (3) and U dS (15) in the chains 
Odd odd N=Z nuclei:
respectively. Analytical formulas for (N T=0 ) GS are derived using the structure given in Table V and the transformation brackets (see (10) (3, 3) , (15, 15) . The algebra is simplified by the basic formulas [14] ,
Let us consider for illustration the derivation of the formula for (N T=0 )
for even even nuclei. Applying (10, 13) gives
The second equality in (16) follows from (15) and it is further simplified using (14) to give the final formula. This method is applied to all the cases in (12) and the final results are
Even even nuclei, any (N, Z):
Odd odd nuclei, N=Z:
Odd odd nuclei, N{Z:
For N=Z nuclei, as (17) shows, in the symmetry limit number of T=0 and T=1 pairs are the same for even even nuclei and there is even even to odd odd staggering in fractional number of T=0 pairs f (T=0)=(N T=0 )ÂN. This result is first reported in [14] where the chain (II.2) in Fig. 1 
this parameter is ;Â:. In (18) C 2 's are quadratic Casimir operators and SU(N) instead of U(N ) and the factor 1 31 are used for convenience. With the hamiltonian (18), for s-bosons the energy for T=0 pairs is =(T s =0)Â:=5+4( ;Â:) and for T=1 pairs =(T s =1)Â:=5. Thus, assuming #Â: 0 and :>0, there is competition between T=0 and T=1 pairs for ;Â:t0 while T=0 pairing is stronger for | ;Â:| > >0, ;Â:<0.
Mixing calculations using (18) are carried out employing the basis with same quantum numbers as in Table V for various cases but allowing for all possible | s values, and varying ;Â: (with #Â:=2). As already reported in detail in [14] using   FIG. 3 . Fractional number of T=0 pairs f (T=0) as a function of the boson number N for various values of ;Â:. Continuous curves are for T=0 GS (i.e., lowest S=1, T=0 state) of N=Z odd odd nuclei (N odd) and T=0 GS (i.e., lowest S=0, T=0 state) of N=Z even even nuclei (N even). Similarly, the dashed curves are for T=1 GS (i.e., lowest S=0, T=1 state) of N=Z odd odd nuclei (N odd) and T=0 GS (i.e., lowest S=0, T=0 state) of N=Z even even nuclei (N even). See [14] for further details. chain II.2, there is even even to odd odd staggering, for N=Z nuclei, in the number of T=0 pairs in the ground states for moderate difference in the basic T=0 and T=1 s-boson pair energies (measured by ;Â:) and the staggering disappears when the energy difference is large; see Fe, (N, T )=(6, 0), (7, 1), (8, 2) , (9, 3), (10, 4) , (11, 5) . Similarly for 54 64 Co, (N, T )=(7, 1), (8, 1), (9, 2), (10, 3), (11, 4) , (12, 5) . As can be seen from this figure, there is a sharp fall in the number of T=0 pairs with isospin (i.e., 2T z =N Z) for stronger T=0 pairing, i.e., for larger differences in the basic T=0 and T=1 s-boson pair energies. When N Z is increasing, the decrease in f (T=0) suggests a diminishing role of pn pairing. It is significant to note that, compared with the shell model results [8] , the GSs in the (6) limit (which assumes good s, d, and sd space SU S$T $ (4)s, and this may be true for heavy NrZ nuclei) have the same structure as expected from shell model. This gives good justification for employing IBM-4 and in particular the chain (2) for the study of NrZ nuclei.
B(E 2)'S IN LOW-LYING STATES
In this section general formulation for calculating B(E 2)'s in low-lying levels shown in Fig. 2 is described in some detail. The discussion is restricted to N=Z odd odd nuclei with (ST )=(01) for both initial and final states. The method given
For N=Z nuclei, the E 2 transition operator to lowest order, for transitions within the (ST )=(01) band, takes the form
In (19) : (S 0 T 0 ) are free parameters whose significance will be discussed later. The E 2 operator is a scalar in spin space as initial and final spins in the band are zero and it is isoscalar as N=Z; the part that is quadrupole in isospin space is not considered as it is unphysical for a real E 2 operator. Using (9, 10) and the generalized Wigner Eckart theorem, reduced matrix elements (with respect to O L (3), O S (3), and O T (3)) of the E 2 operator in (19) are given by
The
In principle they all can be removed by using 9&O S$T $ (6) coefficients. One important selection rule is 2| s =\1 (also 2| d =\1) and it will forbid, for example, some of the
transitions as discussed later. The matrix elements of s -and s~are reduced to matrix elements of s -in highest seniority states (n s =| s ) by using seniority reduction formulas (11); the phase factor in (11) is dectated by the phases of other coefficients in (20) . Moreover, the matrix elements in highest seniority states are, to within a factor, nothing but O S$T $ (6) reduced Wigner coefficients,
Wigner coefficients in (20, 21) , for | d 3 states, are available in the literature [25, 26] . Just as the s-space matrix elements, the d-space matrix elements in (20) reduce to the matrix elements of d -in highest seniority states. In order to evaluate them, it is necessary to construct explicitly states in d boson space. For a given | d we need to construct only states upto n d =| d ; construction of states upto n d =2 is simple and so also for any n d for the special (yrast) states analyzed in Section 6. Finally, the sums involving the C's in (20) are simplified just as in [17] . Now we will derive the formulas for Applying (21) gives the values of the three s -matrix elements in (22) to be 3, -10, and &1, respectively; the d -matrix element is trivially -15. Putting these together give the final formulas,
B(E 2; N, 0 (6) . For : (01) =: (10) , the operator is purely T [2] and it is pure T [0] for : (01) =&: (10) ,
Applying (23, 24) it is seen that the E 2 strength to 2 + NY will be 5 times stronger (for sufficiently large N ) than the strength to 2 + Y for T [0] and it is 20 times weaker for T [2] . Thus the E2 decay pattern will determine the structure of the first two 2 + states. The condition that the strength to the yrast 2 + should be stronger implies that the E 2 operator should be dominantly of T [2] (symmetric) character.
B(E
Angular momentum selection rules (2L 2) allow E 2 transitions from the two 2 + states with | d =1 to all the | d =2 states shown in Fig. 2 Table VI where the states are expanded in terms of the direct products of two n d =1 states |n d =1, (10)). These will determine all the d -matrix elements in (20) for
The final expressions for the B(E 2)s are given in Table VII . It is seen that the pattern of the allowed E 2 strengths depends on the structure of the E 2 operator with respect to O ST (6). For example, the B(E2)s for 2
[1] will vanish if the E 2 operator is pure T [2] (symmetric). It is plausible that the origin of this selection rule lies in accidental zeros of O ST (6) Racah coefficients. It is easily seen that, depending on the ratio of the two parameters (: (10) and : (01) ) of the E 2 operator, several other B(E2)s in Table VII will vanish. Therefore the 2| s selection rule and the ratio of the two T E 2 parameters : (10) 
In principle it is possible to extend the analytical formulation to | d =2 Ä | d =3 transitions and here we need to construct n d =3 states. This is somewhat complicated and it is postponed to the future. Another situation which allows for 
analytical treatment is the yrast band with (ST )=(01) and this case is considered in the next section.
B(E 2)'S ALONG THE YRAST BAND WITH (ST )=(01)
In [17] the structure of the yrast band for even even N=Z nuclei (i.e., with S=T=0) in IBM-3 is identified and it is shown that the model generates an isospin dictated 2L=4 staggering in B(E 2)s. Following this study, here we consider the yrast band for N=Z odd odd nuclei. The condition that for the yrast band the cut-off angular momentum should be L max =2N and the structure of lowlying levels shown in Fig. 2 establish the quantum numbers for the yrast band uniquely,
The T=0 and T=1 bands in (25) appear to explain the structure of the observed ground T=1 and excited (t1 MeV above the ground state) T=0 bands in 74 Rb; see Section 8. For the yrast band with (ST )=(01), formula for B(E 2; L Ä L&2) is derived using (i) for N=Z odd odd nuclei N is odd, T z =0 and (ST )=(01), implying that only the : (01) part of the E 2 operator in (19) will contribute; (ii) there are two types of B(E 2)s as (| s , _) in (25) alternatively take (10) and (01) values along the yrast band; (iii) applying the general B(E 2) formula (20); (iv) using (C1); (v) simplifying the n s | s Ä n s \1, | s \1 matrix elements using (11, 21) ; (vi) reducing n d | d Ä n d \1, | d \1 matrix elements into the two highest seniority matrix elements, 
reduced Wigner coefficients using the tabulations in [27, 26] respectively. The final formula (first mentioned in [12] without any details) is More interesting quantity is the ratio R(N, L)=B(E 2; N, L Ä N, L&2)Â B(E 2; N, 2 + Ä N, 0 + ) which is parameter free. The expression for this ratio R is, 
TWO-NUCLEON TRANSFER
For l=0 transfer from ground state of N=Z even even nuclei to N=Z odd odd nuclei, the transfer operators for two-nucleon addition (P + ) and removal (P & ) are (10) or (01). (29) In (29), ''s are free parameters. With these transfer operators, the two-nucleon addition will be only from ground (N, | i =N) to ground (N+1, | f =N+1) and from ground to excited state with | f =N&1. However, for two-nucleon removal only ground to ground transfer is allowed. Analytical formulas for the transfer intensities
2 are derived by expanding the initial and final states in terms of the C -coefficients. The algebra is simple in the case of ground to ground transfers. For example
Formulas for (N, | i =N ) Ä (N+1, | f =N+1) transfers are obtained using (30, C3) and similarly, formulas for N Ä N&1 transfers are obtained using (14, 30, C3 ). For the (N, 30) . The expression for this C-coefficient is complicated and it is given by Eq. (C3) of Ref. [17] . After some simplification, the expression for |( } } } |s
In order to further simplify (31), in addition to (14) , the formula for the expctation value (n 2 a ) n, |=n, | a , | b is required and this is derived (with n, n a , | a , | b , N, N a , and N b defined just before (14) ) using the algebra given in [23] ,
2 ) for transfer from the N=Z even even nucleus ground state (with boson number N ) to the N=Z odd odd nucleus final states (with boson number N+1 or N&1).
The final expessions for two-nucleon transfer intensities are shown in Fig. 5 . One significant result is that two-nucleon transfer from even even N=Z nuclei gives information about |=N&2 states in the final odd odd N=Z nucleus (N is boson number defining the odd odd nucleus); for large N, the strength to |=N&2 states is weaker by a factor of N compared to the stregth to |=N states. It is useful to remark that the summed strengths satisfy simple sum rules involving (n s ) in the even even ground state.
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS AND POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
In Sections 2 and 4 7 are given the results for spectra, number of T=0 pairs in the ground states, B(E 2)s and two-nucleon transfer strengths in the IBM-4
O ST (6) symmetry limit with good s, d, and sd boson spin isospin SU(4)tO(6) symmetries. For heavier A>60 nuclei, as the recent study of Van Isacker et al. indicates [28] , it is possible to realize a good effective SU(4) symmetry; however, for lighter N=Z odd odd nuclei such as 46 V and 50 Mn, the symmetry scheme studied in this paper is not useful, as their structure will be dominated by the 1 f 7Â2 orbit and therefore SU(4) will not be a good symmetry for these nuclei. Thus the (6) limit and their application to the available data for 62 Ga and 74 Rb nuclei are as follows:
1. Both in the symmetry limit and allowing for mixing, the number of T=0 pairs in the ground states as a function of boson number and isospin is studied (Fig. 4) and the results are consistent with the known shell model predictions (obtained using realistic interactions). In a previous publication the odd even staggering in N=Z nuclei was studied [14] (Fig. 3) . Thus the (Fig. 2) . The symmetry limit generates several extra states for each phonon excitation as compared to vibrational nuclei. Their observation will provide a good test of the symmetry limit. In addition, as pointed out in Section 2.2, by appropriate choice of parameters in the symmetry limit energy formula (8) , it is possible to have (L=0, S=0, T=1) as ground state and push the T=0 levels higher in energy as seen in Rb are more vibrationalÂ#-soft-like as given by the energy formula (8); see [12] . The observed T=0 band can be identified with the J=L+1 or L&1 band (or mixures of them) given by Fig. 2b and this identification is consistent with the cranked shell model results [3] which predict the T=0 band to be due to the spin S=1 alignment of a np pair. For a quantitative description, data for other levels shown in 3. For N=Z odd odd nuclei, for the yrast band with (ST )=(01), the symmetry limit generates a isospin dictated 2J=4 staggering in B(E 2)s (Eq. (28)). The observed intensities [3] for the decay of the known T=1 levels in 74 Rb appear to be consistant with the predicted 2J=4 staggering; it is seen in data that the 2 + to 0 + decay intensity is much stronger than the intensity for 4 + to 2 + . More data in this nucleus and other similar nuclei will provide good tests for the
4. Analytical formulas for B(E 2)s in N=Z odd odd nuclei in low-lying levels with (S=0, T=1) are derived (Eq. (23), Table VII ). It is seen that in the symmetry limit, B(E 2)s depend sensitively on the structure of the E 2 operator with respect to O ST (6) . In addition there is a strong 2| s selection rule. Recent experiments [3 5, 7] do indicate that data testing the results (including selection rules) for B(E 2)s will be available in the near future. In 62 Ga only one B(E 2) (for 3 + to 1 + ) for transitions within the T=0 levels is reported (this one datum can not test the symmetry limit in this nucleus) and it is expected that more data for B(E2)s within the (ST )=(10) band and for (ST )=(01) Ä (ST )=(10) transitions will soon be available (formulas for the latter two classes of B(E 2)s will be presented elsewhere).
5. Analytical formulas for l=0 two-nucleon transfer intensities are derived for exciting the ground state of N=Z even even nuclei to states of N=Z odd odd nuclei (Fig. 5) . It is seen that two-nucleon transfer gives information about |=N&2 states in the final odd odd nucleus with N bosons (it should be noted that B(E 2)s in low-lying states give information only about the |=N states). The results in Fig. 5 can be tested, 
CONCLUSIONS
Led by the current interest in nuclear structure experiments at the N=Z line, especially for N=Z odd odd nuclei in the mass range At60 100, and the problem of competing isospin T=0 and T=1 pairing modes in such nuclei, the IBM-4 (spin isospin invariant interacting boson model) O sdST (36)#O S s T s (6) Ä O dST (30) #O L (3) O ST (6) symmetry limit with good s, d, and sd boson spin isospin O(6) symmetries (i.e., Wigner's spin isospin SU(4)s) is analyzed in detail in this paper. Future experiments with radioactive ion beams (RIB) studying heavy NrZ odd odd nuclei will be able to give good empirical examples for this symmetry limit. The results of this paper represent first detailed study of a symmetry limit of IBM-4. In the past only the group chains of U sd (6) U ST (6) symmetry limit and a special case of the U sST (6) Ä U dST (30) limit received some attention [11] . As more spectroscopic data for heavy NrZ nuclei will be available in the near future, it is imperative that the group chains in the IBM-4 U sd (6) U ST (6), U sST (6) Ä U dST (30), and U sdS (18) Ä U sdT (18) symmetry limits also be analyzed in detail.
APPENDIX A

Direct Sum Unitary and Orthogonal Group Algebras
Let us consider N bosons occupying r single-particle orbits with each carrying p different O(3) groups (angular momentum or angular-momentum-like) quantum numbers. Then the single boson space is spanned by a matrix [k ij ], i=1, 2, ..., r and j=1, 2, ..., p, of O(3) quantum numbers and a single boson state is represented by
where
, for the ith orbit, the number of single particle (sp) states is n i =20 i => p s=1 (2k is +1) and the total number of states n=20= r i=1 n i . The following notations are introduced to make further discussion simple and compact:
(2k is +1),
With n sp states, there exists a U(n) algebra and all the N boson states transform as the totally symmetric irrep [N ] of U(n). The n 2 generators of the U(n) Lie algebra and the quadratic Casimir operator C 2 (U(n)) and its eigenvalues are
C 2 (U(n))= :
#O(n) [|] ); |=N, N&2, ..., 0, or 1 (A4)
Extending (A3), the n(n&1)Â2 generators of the O(n) Lie algebra, the quadratic Casimir operator C 2 (O(n)) and its eigenvalues are
One significant aspect of U(n)#O(n) is that there is a complementary SU(1, 1) algebra that generates the states in (A4). The SU(1, 1) algebra is generated by
Moreover, the operator S + is a pair-creation operator and
As ; i takes \1 values, there are (2) r&1 different SU(1, 1) algebras and the corresponding O(n) algebras in U(n)#O(n) defined by (A4, A5) are given by the condition,
The U(n) and O(n) algebras admit direct sum sub-algebras U(n)# i U(n i ) Ä and O(n)# i O(n i ) Ä . The generators and quadratic Casimir operators of U(n i ) and O(n i ) algebras follow directly from (A3), (A5) by restricting all the indices to the orbit i. In addition the pair operator S + (i) that corresponds to U(n i )#O(n i ) follows from (A6); see also (A7). The symmetric irreps of U(n) and O(n) decompose into symmetric irreps of U(n i ) and O(n i ),
The U(n i ) and O(n i ) algebras are defined over each single``spherical'' i th orbit and U(n) and O(n) are defined over all the orbits. In between these two extremes, there are``unitary'' orbits i where i is defined by a set of spherical orbits i. With i= i, the number of single-particle states in the unitary orbit i is n i = i= i n i and n= i n i . As there are many ways the spherical orbits can be combined to form unitary orbits, there is a heirarchy of direct sum subalgebras starting with U(n) and incorporating the basic structures defined by (A4) and (A8),
For the symmetric irrep [N ] of U(n), all the allowed irreps of the groups in (A9) are symmetric and they follow from the rules given in (A4) and (A8 
Starting with U sdST (36), the groups in (A10) can be put into a variety of group subgroup chains using (A4), (A8), ( The significance of the phases ( ;, #, $) in (A11) in the context of order chaos transitions and localization is pointed out in [29] .
APPENDIX B
Direct (Inner) Product Unitary and Orthogonal Group Algebras
Let us consider the case where sp states are labelled by irreps of two different O(3) groups. Say that l is generated by the first O(3) and k by the second O(3) so that n 1 = (2l+1) and n 2 = (2k+1). Then the sp states
are n=n 1 n 2 in number. Given N bosons occupying the n sp states (B1), all the N-boson states belong to the totally symmetric irrep [N ] of U(n) just as in Appendix A and they can be decomposed into irreps of U(n 1 ) and U(n 2 ) in the direct (inner) product subgroup U(n 1 ) U(n 2 ) of U(n),
|U(n)
[N ]
#U(n 1 )
[ f ]
U(n 2 )
)
[ f ]=[ f 1 , f 2 , ..., f r ], r=min(n 1 , n 2 ) ( B 2 )
The results in (B2) are described in [24] . The important point to be noted is that for obtaining a totally symmetric irrep of U(n), the irreps of U(n 1 ) and U(n 2 ) should carry the same Young tableux labels. The generators of U(n), U(n 1 ) and U(n 2 ) are With U(n 1 )#O(n 1 ) and similarly U(n 2 )#O(n 2 ), there are two direct product subgroup chains starting with U(n) and they are |U(n) [N ] #U(n 1 )
#O(n 1 )
|U(n) [N ] #O(n) [|] #O(n 1 )
).
For all the groups in (B4), the generators and quadratic Casimir operators follow directly by replacing the generators u in (A3) (A5) by G's, g's, and h's defined by (B3). For example, C 2 (U(n 1 )) and its one-and two-body parts are (C 2 (U(n 1 ))
[ f ] = : In general, starting with U(n), depending on the O(3)s that label the sp states, the direct sum subgroups and direct product groups can be combined, as shown for example in Fig. 1 , in a variety of ways; see [12] .
